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Part XXIV
It all started so innocently–It was about eleven o’clock in the morning…the
sun not shining and a look of hard, wet rain in the clearness of the foothills.
I was wearing my powder-blue suit, with dark blue shirt, tie and display handkerchief, black
brogues, black wool socks with dark blue clocks on them. I was neat, clean, shaved and sober,
and I didn’t care who knew it. I was everything the well-dressed private detective ought to
be...(Not too shabby and downright dapper and debonair, if I may say so.) But hold on:
This isn’t Seattle! I need a clue. What am I doing in Oslo? And where the heck is Eva?
Ha, ha! Raymond Chandler meets Desmond Tutu and the Dalai Lama? Follow that cab?
I gotta say, this investigation sure has taken a wild, surprising plot twist: What a doozy!
THE DISPROOF OF RELATIVITY LEADS TO THE MATHEMATICS OF WORLD PEACE?
Wow, I never would’ve made that connection! On the trail of world peace?
Well, if a fella’s gonna dream, he might as well dream big!
Still, I’m a little conflicted. Solving a case like this could put a P.I. outta business permanently!
Hang up my fedora? Probably for the best, though…How does that old song go?
Everybody was kung-fu fighting…In fact it was a little bit frightening. Flying Nunchucks?
The First World War, Russian Revolution, Spanish Civil War, Second World War, war in Korea,
Vietnam, Iraq, Afghanistan, the Cold War, the Cyberwar…War, huh, yeah, what is it good for?
Good grief, Charlie Brown! Sure’d be nice to have some peace around here for a change!
Wouldn’t that be somethin’? Peace in the Middle East, Europe, Asia, Africa, North and South
America, India, Australia; peace on earth, peace in the universe, peace everywhere?
Peace anywhere?
It’s been a hundred years since Our Lady of Fatima called for peace. Seems like it would take a
miracle. I know God is in the business of miracles and could bring peace in an instant.
I wonder why He doesn’t? Hmm, perhaps God’s giving us first crack at it: a chance to do it on
our own. But have we got what it takes? We have intelligence, imagination, desire, grit, and a
free will; and we certainly have war down to a science. So what about the science of peace?
Oooh! Now there’s a worthy challenge: who can come up with world peace first! And to
make it interesting, why not a friendly competition between politics, religion, and science?
There you go! Don’t wanna leave all the fun to the Trumpster and the Pope now, do we?
Go for it, Science! The race is on! And with a prize of world peace, everybody’s a winner!
But what would be the scientific approach? How d’ya get the lion to lie down with the lamb?
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Thirty
Hey Buuud-dy, how many miles to Peace-topia?
International relations? On the road to world peace?
Cool! I think I’ve just stepped from “Math-fi” to Poli-sci-fi!
Once upon a time, Eva was a poli-sci major at good ol’ Tulane U. Sometimes I kid her about
Cajun stereotypes (Daddy wrestles alligators, Mama works on carburetors).
She just laughs, slips effortlessly back into her enchanting Louisiana accent, and tells me,
“Y’all haven’t lived ’til you’ve been to Prejean’s in Lafayette–best restaurant in the universe.”
I just say, “No way, Miss Eva! It’s gotta be Ivar’s!” (But then again, Ivar’s doesn’t serve beignets
or alligator cheesecake!) We do compromise, though…hard to beat a grilled peanut butter
and jelly sandwich at a Mariners game and a frosty root beer at the Triple XXX Drive-in.
Oh yeah, Eva and I get along pretty well, but what about worldwide peaceful coexistence?
You say potato and I say potahto, you like tomato I like tomahto,
Potato, potahto, tomato, tomahto. Let’s call the whole thing off?
Everybody’s so different…I wonder if there’d be peace if science made everyone the same?
Imagine that, a cookie-cutter world society where one size fits all: everybody with the same
color skin, the same kind of house, driving the same model car, listening to the same radio
station, wearing the same uniform suit of clothing, with one religious belief, one genderneutral bathroom, and eating the same type of food…day after day after day. Yikes!
Holy Twilight Zone, Batman! Would we all be peaceful, or just go peacefully out of our minds?
Talk about an identity crisis. How would we ever tell each other apart? If there were suddenly
a million “me”s (which, of course, is impossible, since–as everyone knows–I’m a one-of-a-kind
kind of guy: unclonable), I could meet myself coming–and going! I wouldn’t know if I were
talking to myself or somebody else! Quiet desperation? Reflected Oblivion? I’d need a GPS to
find myself, and pick out my car and my house from all the others!
What about Eva: if my special “Agent 99” were cloned all over the world?
How’d I ever find my Eva amidst the army of Evas? And how would she ever recognize me?
And what happens to my beloved Seattle: my Mariners, Jen and Angie, Cruz, Canó, and Felix?
What happens to my world? Eugenically created peace? Everything vanilla? No thank you!
I’ll take a rain check. I like vanilla, don’t get me wrong. But:
Tutti frutti, oh rutti…Wop bop a loo bop a lop bam boom! Variety is the spice of life!
Didn’t know how good I had it! Vive la différence!
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